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“I’m Leavin’ On A Jet Plane….” 
                                                                  By Col. Dan Newcomb 
© Photos by John Cutright 

 
I know that it is an old cliche - but there are many reasons 
why men refer to airplanes as “she”. Most of those 
reasons, if you think about it, are quite obvious. There are 
maintenance issues and performance issues. Some days 
they operate so sweetly and then there are those “other” 
days.  
 
Well, before you condemn me as a chauvinist pig, I guess 
you could say a lot of the same things about men!  But this 
is my story and a handsome, and I guess the more you get 
to know her maybe, beautiful lady, took Jason and me for 
a too short but exciting ride yesterday.  
 
The “she” is Jason Somes’s recently acquired L-29 
Delphin jet trainer. The rear cockpit is cozy and the view a 
little restricted but you quickly settle in. It has a good feel. 
The cockpit is pressurized, so an additional lever seals the 
canopy. When the jet starts up you really hear the air 
being sucked through the intakes because they are right 
below you and it is so smooth. You don't feel the vibration 
that you get from reciprocating engines. I have hundreds 
of hours in T-34s and as we taxied out I felt quite at home 
in the rear office.  

 

Jason and Dan in the L-29 Delphin leaving our ramp 
for their flight. 

 
The jet does have one big drawback. She has a slight 
drinking problem. She gulps JP. As we sat short of the 
runway waiting for a Cessna on a 10 mile final I thought of 
the gallons of kerosene being converted to heat at the rate 
of eight bucks a minute!  
 
Finally, we were cleared for takeoff. Acceleration is slow 
but deliberate. Airspeed comes alive at 50 knots and 
rotation was about 80 knots. Gear up and flaps up - and 
she starts to accelerate. Jason took her up to 3,000 feet 
with 250 knots indicated. At that point Jason gave me a 
chance to fly. I did a few gentle “S” turns, rolled out and 
trimmed her for level flight. I took my hands off the stick to 
see what she would do. She flew rock stable. Jason took 
over and demonstrated her roll rate.  

We headed back to CMA for the overhead break. Flaps 
and gear down with speed breaks open and after a smooth 
touchdown Jason held the nose up for aerodynamic 
breaking. I opened my canopy for the long taxi to our ramp 
and noticed that our jet was getting a lot of attention as we 
passed by. I admit I did feel just a little special as folks 
watched.  

 

The long taxi back to our Aviation Museum – 
prompting many approving glances. 

 
Thanks Jason! She's a sweet ride. It was one of those very 
special moments and I want to thank John Cutright for 
taking these photos of that moment. 

 

Jason (right) conducting a “debriefing” with Dan, who 
looks like he is still in “hog heaven.” 

 

Wing’s 2016 Air Show Schedule 

 
Date                Location                    Aircraft 
Apr 1,2             Riverside                   TBD 
Apr 15-17         March AFB                 All aircraft available   
Apr 29- May 1  Chino                          Zero, Hellcat, Spitfire 
May 28,29        Cannon AFB              TBD 
June 4,5           Kirkland AFB              P-51, Spitfire 
Jul 8,9             Tahoe/Truckee            P-51, F6F, F8F, PBJ 
Jul 28-31         Skyfair – Seattle          TBD 
Aug 5-7           Oregon Intl. Air Show   Zero Hellcat 
Aug 20,21       Wings Over CMA         All available aircrsft 
Sept 14-18      Reno                            TBD 
Sept 23-25      Sacramento Air Show  TBD 
Nov 10, 11      Nellis AFB                    TBD 
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Aero L-29 Delfín 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
 

 

Role 
Military trainer aircraft 
Light attack 

Manufacturer Aero Vodochody 

Designer 
Ing. Jan Vlček, Z. Rublič and K. 
Tomáš 

First flight 5 April 1959 

Introduction 1961 

Status 
At least a few in service with the Mali 
Air Force; popular civilian warbird 

Primary users 
Soviet Air Force 
Czech Air Force 
Bulgarian Air Force 

Produced 1963-1974 

Number built 3,500 

The Aero L-29 Delfín (English: Dolphin, NATO reporting 
name: Maya) is a military jet trainer aircraft that became 
the standard jet trainer for the air forces of Warsaw Pact 
nations in the 1960s. It was Czechoslovakia's first locally 
designed and built jet aircraft. 
 
Design and development 
 
In the late 1950s, the Soviet Air Force was seeking a jet-
powered replacement for its fleet of piston-engined 
trainers, and this requirement was soon broadened to 
finding a trainer aircraft that could be adopted in common 
by Eastern Bloc air forces. Aero's response, the prototype 
XL-29 designed by Z. Rublič and K. Tomáš first flew on 5 
April 1959, powered by a British Bristol Siddeley Viper 
engine. The second prototype was powered by the Czech-
designed M701 engine, which was used in all subsequent 
aircraft. 
 
The basic design concept was to produce a 
straightforward, easy-to-build and operate aircraft. 
Simplicity and ruggedness were stressed with manual 
flight controls, large flaps and the incorporation of 
perforated airbrakes on the fuselage sides providing stable 
and docile flight characteristics, leading to an enviable 
safety record for the type. The sturdy L-29 was able to 
operate from grass, sand or unprepared fields. Both 

student pilot and instructor had ejection seats, and were 
positioned in tandem, under separate canopies with a 
slightly raised instructor position. 
 
In 1961, the L-29 was evaluated against the PZL TS-11 
Iskra and Yakovlev Yak-30 and emerged the winner. 
Poland chose to pursue the development of the TS-11 
Iskra anyway, but all other Warsaw Pact countries adopted 
the Delfin under the agreements of COMECON. 

 

Aero L-29 at Kaunas airport 

 

A private L-29 Delfin at the 2006 Miramar Air Show. 
 
Production began April 1963 and continued for 11 years, 
with 3,600 eventually built until 1974. A dedicated, single-
seat, aerobatic version was developed as the L-29A 
Akrobat. A reconnaissance version with nose-mounted 
cameras was built as the L-29R. 
 
Operational history 
 
The Delfin served in basic, intermediate and weapons 
training roles. For this latter mission, they were equipped 
with hardpoints to carry gunpods, bombs or rockets, and 
thus armed, Egyptian L-29s were sent into combat against 
Israeli tanks during the Yom Kippur War. The L-29 was 
supplanted in the inventory of many of its operators by the 
Aero L-39 Albatros. More than 2,000 L-29s were supplied 
to the Soviet Air Force, acquiring the NATO reporting 
name "Maya." 
 
L-29s, along with the newer L-39, were used extensively in 
ground attack missions in the Nagorno-Karabakh War by 
Azeri forces. At least 14 were shot down by Armenian air-
defences, out of the total inventory of 18 L-29s. The Azeri 
Air Force lost large amounts of its air force due to anti 
aircraft fire.

[1]
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trainer_aircraft
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aero_Vodochody
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_of_Mali#Mali_Air_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_of_Mali#Mali_Air_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warbird
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_Air_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Czech_Air_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bulgarian_Air_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_reporting_name
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO_reporting_name
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jet_engine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trainer_aircraft
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warsaw_Pact
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Czechoslovakia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_Air_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piston_engine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Bloc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bristol_Siddeley_Viper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motorlet_M-701
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flap_%28aircraft%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_brake_%28aircraft%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuselage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Runway
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aviator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ejection_seat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aircraft_canopy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PZL_TS-11_Iskra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PZL_TS-11_Iskra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yakovlev_Yak-30_%281960%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COMECON
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marine_Corps_Air_Station_Miramar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_Show
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerobatics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reconnaissance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camera
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hardpoint
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yom_Kippur_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aero_L-39_Albatros
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nagorno-Karabakh_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aero_L-29_Delf%C3%ADn#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Aero_L-29_Delphin.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Aero_L-29.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Aero_L-29_at_Miramar_Air_Show.jpg
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Aero L-29 Delfin, continued… 
 
As a trainer, the L-29 enabled air forces to adopt an "all-
through" training on jet aircraft, replacing earlier piston-
engined types. 
 
On July 16, 1975, a Czechoslovak Air Force L-29 shot 
down a Polish civilian biplane piloted by Dionizy Bielański 
that was attempting to defect to the West. 
 
On October 2, 2007, an unmodified L-29 was used for the 
world’s first jet flight powered solely by 100% biodiesel 
fuel. Pilots Carol Sugars and Douglas Rodante flew their 
Delphin Jet from Stead Airport, Reno, Nevada to Leesburg 
International Airport, Leesburg, Florida in order to promote 
environmentally friendly fuels in aviation. 
 
From September 10 to September 14, 2008, two L-29s 
took first and second place at the Reno Air Races. Both L-
29s consistently posted laps at or above 500 miles per 
hour. Former Astronaut Curt Brown took first place in 
"Viper," followed by Red Bull racer Mike Mangold in 
"Euroburner." 
 
Russia says it destroyed two Georgian L-29s during the 
2008 South Ossetia war. 
 
The Separatists in the Ukrainian Civil War claimed to have 
an operational L-29 on 18 January 2015.

 

 

Reconnaissance Delfín 

 

Motorlet M701 turbojet engine 
Data from Jane's All The World's Aircraft 1971–72 

Specifications (L-29) 

General characteristics 

 Crew: 2: student and instructor 

 Length: 10.81 m (35 ft 5½ in) 

 Wingspan: 10.29 m (33 ft 9 in) 

 Height: 3.13 m (10 ft 3 in) 

 Wing area: 19.8 m² (213 ft²) 

 Empty weight: 2,280 kg (5,027 lb) 

 Loaded weight: 3,280 kg (7,231 lb) 

 Max. takeoff weight: 3,540 kg (7,804 lb) 

 Powerplant: 1 × Motorlet M-701C 500 turbojet, 8.7 kN 
(1,960 lbf) 
 
Performance 

  

 Never exceed speed: 820 km/h (442 knots, 510 mph) 

 Maximum speed: 655 km/h (353 knots, 407 mph) at 
5,000 m (16,400 ft) 

 Stall speed: 130 km/h (71 knots, 81 mph) flaps down 

 Range: 894 km (480 nmi, 555 mi) with tip tanks 

 Endurance: 2 hours 30 min 

 Service ceiling: 11,000 m (36,100 ft) 

 Rate of climb: 14.0 m/s (2,755 ft/min) 
 
Armament 

  

 200 kg (440 lb) of various guns, bombs, rockets, and 
missiles on external hardpoints 

 

Aero L-29 Delfin Three-View Drawing 
 
Note:  See photos of Jason Somes’s new acquisition, 
plus Dan Newcomb’s story of his ride in the rear seat – 
on page 5. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biodiesel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reno_Stead_Airport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reno,_Nevada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leesburg_International_Airport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leesburg_International_Airport
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leesburg,_Florida
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reno_Air_Races
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2008_South_Ossetia_war
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wingspan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturer%27s_empty_weight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximum_takeoff_weight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aircraft_engine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motorlet_M-701
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turbojet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pound-force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V_speeds#Vne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V_speeds#Regulatory_V-speeds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stall_%28fluid_mechanics%29#Stall_speed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Range_%28aeronautics%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endurance_%28aeronautics%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ceiling_%28aeronautics%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rate_of_climb
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:L-29.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Motorlet_M701_turbojet.jpg
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That's All, Brother Update 
By Adam Smith, from CAF’s “On The Fly,” March, 2016 

 
News from the Workshop  
 
The restoration of That's All, Brother began in earnest 
back in November at Basler Turbo Conversions in 
Oshkosh, WI.  The first portion of work is what we are 
calling the "heavy engineering phase" and will last until 
Fall  2016 (at least).  This will address the major 
mechanical and structural issues, providing us with an 
airplane that is flyable and ready to enter the "completion 
phase" that focuses on creating an authentic interior and 
exterior.  The most time-consuming and expensive task 
during the first phase is dealing with airframe corrosion. 
 An estimated 3,000 hours of labor... gulp... is required on 
this item alone.  You can see some of the progress in the 
photos below 

 

 
The Hunt for Parts  
We're actively seeking parts that will help us in the 
completion phase of the restoration. The goal is to 
represent That's All, Brother's wartime appearance and 
equipment as accurately as possible. Basler Turbo 
Conversions, who have been accumulating C-47 parts for 
decades, kindly opened the doors to their stores.  Also, 
some of the Kickstarter funds were used to purchase a 
fully populated C-47 instrument panel, and a large 
collection of parts removed from the long-term C-47 
project "Round Trip" (the airplane's new owners decided to 
move in a different direction).  And we would like to thank 
the EAA Museum in Oshkosh for donating a rare Rebecca 
receiver in mint condition. 

 

 

So, progress on acquiring parts has been excellent. The 
top three items remaining on our "wish list" are: 

1.  
2. SCR-717 Radar 
3. Radome to house the SCR-717  
4. Exhaust stack flame arresters 

 
We have learned that NOAA used the SCR-717 set and 
radome after the war as a very early weather radar unit. 
This is probably our best avenue of enquiry. A museum in 
England does possess a radome and has offered it as a 
pattern to make a replica.  As for the flame arresters, we 
are still in the process of trying to understand exactly 
which type were fitted to That's All, Brother.  Study of the 
available materials shows them to be of a nonstandard 
variety.  If you can help, please drop us an email. 
 
"Old Moe" Items in Normandy Museum  
 
That's All, Brother supporter Butch Stevens from Florida 
visited the new Dead Man's Corner museum at Carentan 
in Normandy.  Butch was extremely impressed by the full-
size C-47 motion simulator in the museum. He also 
spotted a display of items related to Col. George Van Horn 
Moseley Jr, commanding officer 502nd Parachute Infantry 
Regiment and the first man to jump from That's All, Brother 
on D-Day. The items included Old Moe's unique jump suit, 
helmet and the Purple Heart he received for the broken leg 
he sustained on landing.  The museum's display also 
identified Old Moe in the film footage shot at Greenham 
Common on the evening of June 5, 1944. 

 

 
TAB's Return to the U.S. in 1945 
 
Hans den Brok maintains an excellent website and 
Facebook page dedicated to the men of the U.S. Airborne 
Troop Carrier units of WWII.  With the help of Patricia 
Overman from the National WWII Glider Pilot Association, 
Hans discovered the original orders, crew and passenger 
manifests for the return flight of That's All, Brother to the 
USA, dated July 1945. Thank you Hans and Patricia! 
 
RC Version of That's All, Brother! 
 
Fans of the C-47 Skytrain is a great Facebook resource for 
anyone with the slightest interest in the subject.  For the 
past few weeks we have been watching with great interest 
the progress of Owen Morgan as he built a flying RC 
model of That's All, Brother.   As you can see from the 
photo, Owen did a great job and reporting on the first flight 
he wrote: "She made two sorties and flew beautifully. A  

mailto:kchetwynd@cafhq.org?subject=That%27s%20All%2C%20Brother%20parts%20search
http://commemorativeairforce.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=35b9240eea62c41cd5b5d9184&id=0374fa4927&e=ddbaa391e6
http://commemorativeairforce.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=35b9240eea62c41cd5b5d9184&id=ea397b61fd&e=ddbaa391e6
http://commemorativeairforce.us11.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=35b9240eea62c41cd5b5d9184&id=f4af309803&e=ddbaa391e6
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That’s All, Brother Udate, continued… 
 
very stable and well behaved plane! She has great 
presence in the air. (Don't tell anyone I put her through a 
loop and a roll)." 

 

 
Flight Simulator Model, Too 
 
Jan Kees Blom used modeling skills of a different (digital) 
kind to create this fantastic version of That's All, Brother.  
Lots more photos can be viewed here and if you're a 
Microsoft Flight Simulator enthusiast and want to 
download the actual files, they can be found here. Nice 
work, Jan! 

 

  
Normandy 2019 
 
We were contacted by Peter Braun from the Netherlands, 
who organized the "Daks Over Normandy" event for the 
70th anniversary of D-Day in 2014.  He has already begun 
working on the 75th anniversary activities for 2019, which 
will be the last major anniversary that veterans will be able 
to attend.  We told Peter that we'll move heaven and earth 
to make sure That's All, Brother is there! 
 
 

 

The U.S. Navy’s new $13 billion aircraft 
carrier will dominate the seas 
 

From marketwatch.com  
Published: Mar 9, 2016 10:37 a.m. ET 
By JuricaDujmovic  

 
It’s scheduled to be launched this month, and can 
support laser guns and dynamic armor 

 

Chris Oxley/Huntington Ingalls Industries 

This carrier may look familiar, but it has many new 
high-tech features. 

 

A $13 billion U.S. aircraft carrier is about to hit the open 
seas.  
 
It’s the USS Gerald R. Ford (CVN-78), the most expensive 
and most advanced warship ever built. The ship was 
christened in November 2013 and is scheduled to be 
commissioned this month.  
 
The Naval behemoth can house more than 4,500 people 
and weighs 90,000 tons. The CVN-78 is the lead ship in 
the Ford class of aircraft carriers, replacing some of the 
U.S. Navy’s existing Nimitz-class carriers. At first glance, 
both classes have a similar-looking hull, but the Ford class 
introduces a series of technical innovations designed to 
improve carrier’s operating efficiency, and reduce 
operating costs and crew requirements.  
 

 

© Photo by Chris Oxley/ Huntington Ingalls Industries 

Testing the electromagnetic catapult for jet fighters. 
 
Instead of conventional steam catapults to launch jets, the 
supercarrier is outfitted with EMALS (Electromagnetic 

http://commemorativeairforce.us11.list-manage2.com/track/click?u=35b9240eea62c41cd5b5d9184&id=845ea6055a&e=ddbaa391e6
http://commemorativeairforce.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=35b9240eea62c41cd5b5d9184&id=d0f2dd7290&e=ddbaa391e6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nimitz-class_aircraft_carrier
https://17700.thankyou4caring.org/thats-all-brother-donation
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U.S. Navy’s New Aircraft Carrier, contd…. 
 
Aircraft Launch System), which is lighter and requires less 
space. It also needs less maintenance and manpower, and 
is more reliable and energy-efficient. EMALS can launch 
an aircraft every 45 seconds, 25% faster than its steam 
counterpart. Furthermore, since EMALS uses no steam, 
it’s a suitable candidate for launching drones and other 
electric vehicles. 
  
The launch system is just a small piece of the CVN-78’s 
puzzle. The ship has a redesigned and relocated island 
(the part of the carrier where air-traffic control and the 
bridge are located), three faster and more powerful 
elevators (compared with four on Nimitz-class carriers), an  
 
Advanced Aircraft Recovery System (AARS) and design 
changes to the flight deck. Those changes are vital to 
increasing the number of sorties launched.  
 
The carrier’s sensory array has received an overhaul with 
the addition of an integrated active electronically scanned 
array (AESA) search-and-tracking radar system. This new 
system has no moving parts, so it therefore minimizes 
maintenance and crew requirements for operation. 
Further, advanced AESA radars enable the ship and 
aircraft to broadcast powerful signals while remaining 
stealthy, which greatly improves combat effectiveness.  

 

© Photo by Raytheon 

An Evolved SeaSparrow Missle being fired. 
 

Speaking of combat, the carrier is more than capable of 
holding its own. The Evolved SeaSparrow Missile (ESSM) 
defends against high-speed, highly maneuverable anti-
ship missiles, and the weapon system of choice is the 
Rolling Airframe Missile (RAM). One must not forget 
various Gatling and heavy machine gun mounts as well as 
75-plus aircraft ready to be launched at any given time.  
 
The CVN-78 has another important advantage over its 
equivalent Nimitz class carrier: Its power doesn’t come 
with the price of increased hands on board. In fact, 
because of the aforementioned technologies, the USS 
Gerald R. Ford accommodates 2,600 sailors, 600 fewer 
than a Nimitz-class flat top. This alone saves the Navy 
more than $4 billion in ownership costs over each ship’s 
50-year life, when compared with contemporary Nimitz 
aircraft carriers. 
 
As expected, the CVN-78 has impressive power. The ship 
is powered by two Bechtel A1B nuclear reactors, each 

capable of producing 300 megawatts of electricity, triple 
that of Nimitz-class reactors. Those changes resulted in a 
two-thirds reduction of watchstanding requirements and a 
big decrease in required maintenance. 
 
With great power comes great firepower. Only half of the 
power-generating capability on the CVN-78 is needed to 
run currently planned systems, including EMALS. The 
CVN-78 will thus have the power reserves that the Nimitz 
class lacks to sport even more futuristic armaments and 
systems, such as free-electron lasers and dynamic armor, 
at some point in the future. 
 
The lasers can be fired at just a few dollars per shot and 
consume around 10 megawatts of power. 
 

 

© Photo by John F. Williams 

The CVN-78’s lasers can be fired at just a few dollars 
per shot. 

 
As you can see, the USS Gerald R. Ford packs a serious 
punch — it’s a massive investment in strategic dominance 
and innovation that, in spite of rising concerns, should 
provide the U.S. with the upper hand in 21st-century naval 
warfare.  
______________________________________________ 
 

SAFETY CORNER  by Gene O’Neal, Safety Officer 

 
A clean work area helps make it a SAFE work place.   
  
LADDER SAFETY:  Do not lay tools and parts on the top 
of a ladder or on the steps.  When you or others move the 
ladder you can get a hail storm of tools and parts onto your 
head.  
 
Also – never stand on the top of a ladder. 
 
It is not only  GOOD SAFETY but also GOOD 
MAINTENANCE PRACTICE to not lay tools, parts, and 
hardware on ladders or, more important, inside the aircraft 
structure.  Use a box, tote bag, or even a rag so you can 
recover all those items SAFELY. 
  
And, another reminder -  have total respect for the arc of 
any propeller.  Be SAFE and stay out of the propeller arc –  
whether the engine is on or off. 
  
ALL ACCIDENTS CAN BE PREVENTED. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aircraft_carrier#Structure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Active_electronically_scanned_array
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Active_electronically_scanned_array
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RIM-162_ESSM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RIM-116_Rolling_Airframe_Missile
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phalanx_CIWS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A1B_reactor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watchstanding
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free-electron_laser
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_Armor
http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/the-most-expensive-warship-ever-built-might-already-be-close-15206?page=1
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Photo Page I: El Centro NAF Air Show 
© All photos by Frank Mormillo 

 

Our Mitsubishi A6M3 Zero, piloted by Jason Somes, 
up tight on the North American P-51 Mustang “Man O’ 
War,” piloted by Ken Gottschall III – at the Naval Air 

Facility, El Centro, CA Air Show. 

 

Jason Somes, in the Zero, doing his thing with this 
highly maneuverable aircraft. Jason is our Operations 
Officer, and has experience flying many different type 

of aircraft. 

 

Steve McCartney, piloting the Grumman F8F-2  
Bearcat, leading Rob “Lips” Hertberg, in the Grumman 
F6F-5 Hellcat back to the ramp after a crowd-pleasing 

flyby at the El Centro NAF Air Show. 

 

Steve McCartney peels off the Bearcat from formation 
with the Hellcat, with “Lips” Hertberg in the cockpit. 

Both the F8F and F6F were aircraft previously used by 
the Blue Angels, which appeared at the El Centro NAF 

Air Show as the “kick-off” of their 2016 season. 

 

The Grumman F8F-3 Bearcat was first tested at the 
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, MD in 1944, 

when the editor was a teenager living at PAX. 
Squadrons of F8Fs were on carriers enroute to Japan 
when WWII ended. They saw some action during the 

Korean conflict. 

 

The Hellcat helped us win the Pacific war in the air by 
out-flying and shooting down many Japanese aircraft 
– in particular the Zero. Our Wing will pay tribute to 
the F6F on June 19, 2016 with a special Hellcat Day. 
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Vintage attack planes used in Vietnam 
are brought out of retirement to help 
US special forces defeat ISIS in Iraq  
 OV-10 Broncos completed 120 combat missions 

over 82 days last year 

 Believed to have been used as cover for troops who 
were on the ground  

 Central Command said planes were involved in 
Operation Inherent Resolve 

By Lydia Willgress for MailOnline  
Published: 10:30 EST, 10 March 2016 | Updated: 17:16 EST, 
14 March 2016  

 
Two vintage planes used in the Vietnam War have been 
brought out of retirement to help US special forces in Iraq. 
A pair of OV-10 Broncos completed 120 combat missions 
over the Middle East between May and September last 
year, it has been revealed. 
 
The turbo-prop jet is thought to have carried out 134 
sorties over 82 days in May, acting as cover for the 
soldiers fighting ISIS terrorists on the ground.  
Scroll down for video  

 

OV-10 Broncos were used in the Vietnam War and 
have been brought out of retirement to help US forces 

in Iraq. 
 
US Central Command would not confirm where they were 
based or the targets they attacked but said they were part 
of Operation Inherent Resolve, the American led operation 
against the extremists in Syria and Iraq. 
 
The planes, which can take off at very short notice and fly 
very low, could be being used to assist American special 
forces, the Daily Beast reported. 
 
The armament that can be fitted onto the plane includes, 
but is not limited to, machine guns carrying 2,000 rounds 
and Sidewinder air-to-air missiles. 
 
They are thought to use this armament to gun down the 
extremists before they have a chance to flee the ground 
troops. 

The US military is testing the Broncos in Iraq and Syria to 
see if they can replace the more expensive F-15s and F/A-
18s which carry out most of the airstrikes in the countries, 
Central Command spokesman Force Captain P Bryant 
Davis told the Daily Beast. 
 
Whereas an F-15 can cost up to $40,000 per flight, a 
Bronco can operate for just $1,000 for every hour it is in 
the air.  
 
The armament that can be fitted onto the OV-10  includes, 
but is not limited to, machine guns carrying 2,000 rounds 
and Sidewinder air-to-air missiles 

 

Whereas an F-15 can cost up to $40,000 per flight, a 
Bronco (pictured) can operate for just $1,000 for every 

hour it is in the air 
 
The OV-10, developed by the US as a small and cheap 
attack plane in the 1960s, was first used in Vietnam 
because they could take off from rough airfields near to the 
battlefront. 
 
The Navy retired its Broncos and the Air Force replaced 
them with jet powered A-10 aircraft until they too dropped 
them in the 1990s. 
 
But 30 years after the Vietnam War, the Americans called 
on them yet again for the conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq. 
The military's decision to plough $20 million into the OV-
10s in 2012 was blasted by many, including former 
presidential candidate John McCain who said 'there is no 
urgent operational requirement for this type of aircraft'. 
 
The Broncos completed 99 per cent of their missions 
during their 82 days of combat, Davis said. 
 
Now, Lieutenant General Bradley Heithold, the head of the 
Air Force Special Operations Command, has suggested 
they will continued to be used in attack missions.  
 
The aircraft made its debut in Vietnam in July 1965. 
Bombing raid commanders known as forward air 
controllers used OV-10s to make observations in 
preparation for air raids during the conflict in Vietnam.  
 
The Broncos were replaced by the jet powered A-10 
Tankbuster aircraft - also known as the Warthog.  

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Lydia+Willgress+for+MailOnline
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/03/09/why-is-america-using-these-antique-planes-to-fight-isis.html?source=socialflow&via=twitter_page&account=thedailybeast&medium=twitter
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OV-10 Broncos Out of Retirement in Iraq / Syria, cont. 
 

 

The aircraft's first flight was in July 1965 and they 
were mainly used for observations and light attacks 

during the Vietnam War (above) 
 
The highly-adaptable planes proved highly successful and 
performed dozens of missions for the US Navy and Air 
Force. Eighty-one Broncos were lost during Vietnam but 
the aircraft have continued to be used by forces across the 
world ever since. 
 

OV-10 Bronco 
General characteristics 

 Crew: two 

 Length: 41 ft 7 in (12.67 m) 

 Wingspan: 40 ft 0 in (12.19 m) 

 Height: 15 ft 2 in (4.62 m) 

 Wing area: 290.95 ft² (27.03 m²) 

 Empty weight: 6,893 lb (3,127 kg) 

 Max. takeoff weight: 14,444 lb (6,552 kg) 

 Powerplant: 2 × Garrett T76-G-410/412 
turboprop, 715 hp (533 kW) each 

Performance 

 Maximum speed: 281 mph (452 km/h) 

 Range: 576 mi (927 km) 

 Service ceiling: 24,000 ft (7,315 m) 

Armament 

 Guns: 4 × 7.62×51mm M60C machine guns 

 Hardpoints: 5 fuselage and 2 underwing  and 
provisions to carry combinations of:  

o  
o Rockets: 7- or 19-tube launchers for 2.75" 

FFARs or 2- or 4-tube launchers for 5" 
FFARs 

o Missiles: AIM-9 Sidewinder (Wing pylons 
only) 

o Bombs: up to 500 lb 
o Other: SUU-11/A or Mk 4 Mod 0 gun pods 

 

The Four Horsemen 
By Jeff Rhodes -  Posted 11 August 2010  / Code One, 
Lockheed Martin Corporation

 

 
The Four Horsemen were the world's only four engine per 
aircraft demonstration team. Flying four C-130As in close 
formation, the team would perform a number of manuevers 
over a twenty-three minute airshow that closed with a 
bomb burst -- or as the team called it, Horseman 
Burst. The show was performed at an altitude of 500 to 
1,000 feet. This shows the Four Horsemen in the diamond 
formation. 
 
The idea for the Four Horsemen, the world’s only four-
engine-per-aircraft flight demonstration team, sprang from 
some pilots looking to fill time. 
 
The C-130A Hercules first entered US Air Force 
operational service at Ardmore AFB, Oklahoma, in 
December 1956. “In early 1957, four of us were at Fort 
Campbell, Kentucky, for a week to drop Army 
paratroopers,” recalls Jim Akin, one of the Horsemen. 
“One of the scheduled drops was cancelled because of 
high winds. So, we said, ‘Let’s go fly formation.’ We 
needed to log formation time and flight hours.” 
 
The four pilots—Akin, Gil Sanders, Jim Fairbanks, and 
Gene Chaney—were all Air Force captains, aircraft 
commanders, and qualified instructor pilots. Assigned to 
the 774th Troop Carrier Squadron, the first operational C-
130A unit, each of them had logged roughly fifty flight 
hours in the brand-new Hercules. 
 
They started in loose formation in the airspace over 
Kentucky and Tennessee but gradually brought their 
aircraft closer and closer together. “We discovered we 
really liked flying formation,” recalls Akin. The foursome 
made a couple of low passes in close formation over Fort 
Campbell before landing. 
 
A second cancelled paratroop drop later that week led to a 
second formation flight. The idea for a C-130 
demonstration team had been planted. It would take more 
than a year to come to fruition. 
 
The Horsemen Mount Up 
 
Returning home to Ardmore, Chaney and Akin, along with 
several other pilots, would practice formation maneuvers 
on training missions or when they were deployed. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wingspan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturer%27s_empty_weight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximum_takeoff_weight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aircraft_engine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garrett_AiResearch_TPE-331
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turboprop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V_speeds#Regulatory_V-speeds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Range_%28aeronautics%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ceiling_%28aeronautics%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M60C
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hardpoint
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mk_4/Mk_40_Folding-Fin_Aerial_Rocket
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mk_4/Mk_40_Folding-Fin_Aerial_Rocket
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zuni_%28rocket%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zuni_%28rocket%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AIM-9_Sidewinder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._aircraft_gun_pods#Descriptions_of_models
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gun_pod
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The Four Horsemen, contd….. 
 
“A group of us liked to fly formation, and we would go out 
and try maneuvers to see if they worked and we could do 
them safely,” notes Bill Hatfield, one of the copilots on the 
first flight, and who would eventually become the team’s 
regular slot pilot. 
 
At that time, Tactical Air Command, the forerunner of 
today’s Air Combat Command, operated the Air Force’s 
fighters—and the C-130 fleet. In early 1958, the nascent 
team seized an opportunity for its first demonstration. The 
parent unit of the 774th TCS, the 463rd Troop Carrier 
Wing, was tasked to put up all thirty-six of its assigned C-
130s for a mass flyby at a ceremony at Ardmore. Most of 
TAC leadership would be in attendance. 
 
“We asked our wing commander if we could do something 
special at the end of the flyby,” Akin recalls. “As we flew 
past, the four of us broke out, came back in a diamond 
formation, scorched over the field at about 300 knots at 
low altitude, and closed with a bomb-burst maneuver,” said 
Akin. “The crowd was expecting the Hercules to come 
lumbering by. But we wanted to show them what the 
aircraft could really do.” 
 
For that show, the team called themselves the 
Thunderweasels, combining the name of TAC’s premier 
fighter demonstration team, the Thunderbirds, with the 
nickname of the 774th TCS, the Green Weasels. Although 
the Thunderweasels name raised more than a few official 
eyebrows, the demonstration had been a huge hit. 

 

 
A Full Show 
 
Sparked by their performance at Ardmore, enthusiasm 
began to build. Eventually, the pilots began seriously 
working up what evolved into a twenty-three minute 
show—and coming up with a new name. “We thought long 
and hard about it and finally settled on the Four Horsemen 
after the four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. There were 
four of us,” notes Akin. “The name fit.” 
 
By late 1958, the team was ready for its first official show, 
which came at Sewart AFB, Tennessee, the team’s new 
home. Ardmore AFB was closing, and the 774th had been 
reassigned to the base near Nashville. 
 
The permanent Horsemen—Akin, Hatfield, Chaney, and 
Capt. David Moore—flew with a rotating cast of squadron 

copilots who were all aircraft commanders and instructor 
or standardization/evaluation pilots. For demos, the pilots 
also flew with a flight engineer and a scanner, normally an 
aircraft mechanic. “The enlisted crew members would just 
about get into fist fights trying to fly with us,” remembers 
copilot Bill Mills. “Their pride in what we were doing was 
top to bottom.” 
 
To start the demonstration, the pilots, wearing scarves and 
a distinctive shoulder patch featuring the silhouette of a 
horse head with the Roman numeral IV in its neck, taxied 
out and lined up on the runway in a diamond formation. 
Normally, Moore, whom Mills described as “a very smooth 
pilot,” flew lead. Akin flew right wing, which the Horsemen 
called the number two position. Hatfield flew the slot, or 
number four position. Chaney, the team leader who had 
been the ferry pilot when the first operational C-130 was 
delivered from the then-Lockheed Georgia Company 
facility in Marietta, Georgia, flew the left wing, or number 
three position. “The left wing was the hardest position to 
fly,” said Hatfield. “The pilot had to look across the flight 
deck and out the right window the whole show to stay in 
position.” 

 

 
The Four Horsemen would take off nearly simultaneously 
in about 1,500 feet. The slot aircraft, which was getting 
extra lift from the leader’s propwash, actually got airborne 
first, followed by the other three aircraft. Quickly retracting 
the landing gear, the four pilots would be in tight formation 
at 1,500 feet altitude over the end of the runway, climbing 
at 4,000 feet per minute. 
 
Next, the team made a left banking turn, repositioned, and 
flew in a close line astern, slightly stacked trail formation 
down the show line. That arrow formation was followed by 
the arrowhead formation, where lead and number two 
remained in trail formation, while the number three aircraft 
moved to the left wing of number two, and the slot moved 
off two’s right wing. After repositioning, the group made a 
flyby in the diamond formation. The four pilots then 
transitioned to an echelon right formation to turn. 
 
Coming back toward the crowd at approximately 200 feet 
above the runway in the diamond, the team performed the 
bomb burst—what they called the Horsemen Burst—with 

http://www.codeonemagazine.com/images/media/01_Four__Horsemen_1267828237_5963.jpg
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The Four Horsemen, contd…. 
 
the lead pilot pulling up and making a forty-five degree left 
climbing turn, while the right wing pulled up and made a 
ninety-degree right climbing turn. Left wing pulled up and 
turned ninety degrees to the left, while the slot climbed and 
made a forty-five degree turn to the right. After completing 
their turns, the pilots leveled off and returned to the original 
heading. 
 
The team rejoined in the diamond, and then went to an 
extended trail formation. With sufficient spacing between 
the C-130s, the four pilots simultaneously broke to the left 
for landing. The Horsemen then touched down on 
alternate sides of the runway. 
 
Crowds everywhere were astonished. “The C-130A had a 
wingspan of 132 feet and weighed more than 100,000 
pounds. But it could move,” notes John Dale, a Horsemen 
copilot. “It was very responsive, even flying past thirty 
degrees of bank. We were able to do the maneuvers 
because of that aircraft. It was the closest thing to a fighter 
I ever flew.” 
 
But the wow factor was something the team had to work 
at. “We had to schedule two- to four-hour flights a couple 
of times a month to train for the maneuvers,” notes Akin. 
“We were working in Four Horsemen practice between 
operational missions and deployments. Anytime the four of 
us were somewhere, though, we flew a show. We didn’t 
have dedicated aircraft, so we flew whatever C-130 was 
available. We performed from Bangor to Bangkok.” 
 
Hatfield adds, “We didn’t fly standard formations, so we 
had to practice. Our show required a lot of concentration.” 
The two wingmen flew with barely ten feet of horizontal 
separation between their wingtips and the horizontal tail of 
the lead and at the same altitude. Hatfield, in the slot 
position, flew seven to ten feet behind and slightly above 
the lead. “I had to fly on the lead and react to him. We 
weren’t that far apart. But we never had a close call, and 
we never even scratched an aircraft.” 

 

 
As the team’s notoriety spread, airshow requests started 
coming in, including a surprisingly large number of 
requests from Strategic Air Command bomber bases. At 
that time, a fairly intense rivalry existed between the Air  
 

Force major commands that flew bombers and fighters. 
Many SAC base commanders simply preferred to see four-
engine “heavies” flying a demonstration versus single-
engine fighters. The C-130 did make for a different kind of 
airshow. At one demo, lead had to shut down an engine. 
The Horsemen continued on as if nothing had happened. 
 
By late 1959, sales of the C-130, both in the US and 
internationally, were starting to pick up. Lockheed 
capitalized on the popularity of the Four Horsemen by 
producing promotional items as sales tools. Today, a 
Lockheed postcard showing the Horsemen in formation 
occasionally turns up on online auction sites and usually 
sells for about $30. 
 
Lockheed also made a documentary called Hercules And 
The Four Horsemen. Thousands of feet of footage were 
shot of the team flying their demonstration over the Grand 
Canyon and near Williams AFB outside Phoenix, Arizona. 
The result was a movie the Horsemen really disliked. 
The movie producers used actors, including one with a 
harsh nasal voice, to spout ridiculous dialog, rather than 
use the crisp, precise radio calls the Horsemen actually 
made. That was irritating, but what was particularly galling 
to the team was that most of the footage was shot at an 
altitude of 10,000 feet so the aircraft would appear against 
the clouds. 
 
“We flew at 500 to 1,000 feet during our shows,” notes 
Akin. “We never flew for shows as high as we did for that 
movie.” Despite its faults, the fifteen-minute film is the only 
official visual record of the Four Horsemen in action. The 
film can be found here.  
 
The pinnacle of Horsemen history came when the team 
appeared on the 18 January 1960 cover of Aviation Week 
and Space Technology magazine, regarded as the world’s 
leading aviation publication. Ironically, shortly after that, 
the team was disbanded. 

 

 

From the first practice to the last show, the Four Horsemen 
flew fifteen official airshows and additional demos when 
the four pilots were deployed. But the effect the team had 
was lasting. “What we did was prove to the rest of the Air 
Force, and, more importantly, to the Army, what the C-130 
was capable of doing. That was shown during the Vietnam 
War,” notes Akin. “And the C-130 is still showing that 
capability today.” 

http://www.codeonemagazine.com/c130_gallery_video.html?item_id=40
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Generation Gap: Jet Fighters 
By Walter Boyne Posted 21 May 2015  
From  Code One,  Lockheed Martin Corp. 
 

 

This article appeared in the fourth quarter 2005 issue 
of Code One. Please note that the opening photo of 

the Me 262 with an F-35 is a composite image. 
 

Maj. George A. Davis and his wingman, 1st Lt. William 
Littlefield, patrolled alone in MiG Alley on 10 February 
1952. Below them flew twelve Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-15s 
about to pounce on Republic F-84 fighter bombers 
attacking railroad lines near Kunuri. The thirty-year-old 
Davis, commander of the 334th Fighter Interceptor 
Squadron of the 4th Fighter Interceptor Wing and the 
leading American ace with twelve victories, was on his 
sixtieth mission over North Korea. 

 

The first American to be an ace in two wars, Davis dove 
his North American F-86 Sabre through the MiG formation, 
blowing up one MiG on his first pass and then quickly 
shooting down a second. Ignoring the cascade of fire 
coming from two flights of MiGs to his rear, he decelerated 
and maneuvered behind a third MiG. A hurricane of enemy 
23 mm and 30 mm shells exploded into Davis' Sabre, 
sending it out of control and crashing him into a hillock 
thirty miles south of the Yalu. 

 

Davis' attack completely disrupted the MiGs’ attack and 
allowed the F-84s to complete their interdiction mission. 
For that valor, he was posthumously awarded the Medal of 
Honor and promoted to lieutenant colonel. 

 

Davis' heroic fight in the Korean War underscores the 
importance of skill and training. It also shows that, in a 
fight between two aircraft, each representing the peak of 
second-generation jet fighter technology, the final outcome 
depends on such variables as surprise, position, numbers, 
and altitude. These same concepts, true through the first 
four generations of jet fighters, explain how nations with 
vastly different resources often managed to produce highly 
competitive aircraft. The Meteor offset the Me-262; the 
Sabre matched the MiG-15; the Mystere compared with 
the North American F-100; the MiG-21 countered the 
McDonnell Douglas F-4; and the Rafale battles the Sukhoi  
SU-27. 

 

Photo by TSgt Ben Bloker 
The fifth generation of fighters fundamentally changes 
the concept of operations for combat. A review of the 

first four generations of fighter aircraft around the 
world shows why. 

 
The fifth generation of fighters, the Lockheed Martin F-22 
and F-35, fundamentally changes the concept of 
operations for combat. A review of the first four 
generations of fighter aircraft around the world shows why. 
 
The First Generation: Early Jets 

 

 
The first generation of jets included experimental aircraft 
not intended for combat. Germany was the first country to 
enter the jet age with the first flight of the Heinkel He-178. 
Flown on 27 August 1939, the He 178 was powered by an 
engine developed by Dr. Hans von Ohain and built by a 
special department of the Heinkel aircraft company. Earlier 
in Great Britain, Frank Whittle had begun work on the jet 
engine but failed to receive sufficient government support 
to complete his design before the flight of the He-178. 
Once government support became available, Whittle's 
engine powered the flight of the first Allied jet, the Gloster 
E. 28/39 on 15 May 1941. 
 
While both early flights furthered jet aviation, the first flight 
of a third experimental aircraft received credit for being the 
first jet flight. This aircraft, Italy's Caproni-Campini CC-2, 
was first flown on 27 August 1940. A hybrid, it used a 900 
hp Isotta Fraschini L.121/R.C.40 internal combustion 
engine to drive a compressor with a primitive afterburner 
fitted aft of the compressor. The Caproni-Campini flight 
was recognized as the first jet to fly by the Fédération 
Aéronautique Internationale, the international aviation 
record sanctioning body, as the first flight date of the He-
178, made in secret, was not known until after World War 
II. 

http://www.codeonemagazine.com/images/media/2015_5Gen_01_F4F22_060304_F_2295B_166_1267828237_2938.jpg
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The first true jet fighter was the twin-engine Heinkel He-
280, first flown 30 March 1941. The He-280 featured such 
advances as a tricycle landing gear and a compressed-air 
ejection seat, but its airframe belonged to the piston-
engine era. It was distinguished only by its HeS 8A 
centrifugal flow turbojets, replaced in later aircraft by the 
Junkers Jumo 004. Although the He-280 handily defeated 
a Focke-Wulf Fw-190 in mock combat, the Luftwaffe 
canceled the program to proceed with the world's first 
operational jet aircraft, the more capable Messerschmitt 
Me-262 Schwalbe (Swallow). 

 

 
The Me-262 was originally designed as a straight-wing 
aircraft with the engines mounted through the wing, much 
like those of the Gloster Meteor. When the engine 
diameter grew, the engines had to be placed in nacelles 
mounted under the wing. The weight and balance problem 
resulting from that redesign was resolved by sweeping the 
wings back twenty-three degrees. This engineering fix 
gave the aircraft a modern look as well as an aerodynamic 
advantage. 
 
The Me-262, with its 540-mph top speed and heavy 
armament of four 30 mm cannons, could easily have made 
it the best combat fighter in World War II. But slow delivery 
of the Junkers Jumo 004 jet engine and other factors 
delayed the Me-262's combat entrance until late summer 
1944. Of the 1,300 or so Me-262s built, only about 300 
ever saw combat. As a result, the Me-262 had little effect 
on the outcome of the war. 
 
Great Britain's first operational jet fighter, the Gloster 
Meteor, had its first flight on 5 March 1943. The prototype 
was powered by de Havilland Halford H.1 turbojets, but 
production aircraft used the Rolls-Royce version of the 
Whittle W.2 design. The Meteor engaged in the first jet-
versus-jet combat when it battled an unpiloted Fiesler Fi-
103 "V-1" Buzz Bomb. To the disappointment of historians, 
the Meteor and the Me-262 never met in combat. 
 
In 1942, the US Army Air Corps forfeited a chance to 
participate in the earliest rounds of the jet age by rejecting 
a Lockheed proposal for the L-133. A Kelly Johnson 
design, the L-133 featured a blended wing and body, 
canard-surfaced jet fighter powered by two axial flow 
turbojet engines. 
 
Instead of the L-133, the first American jet fighter was the 
less-than-lethal Bell XP-59A Airacomet. The Bell design 
was flown for the first time 1 October 1942. Powered by 
two General Electric Type 1A turbojets, developed from 

Whittle's work, the aircraft's poor performance relegated it 
to training duties only. 

 

The Army Air Corps did turn to Lockheed for its first 
production jet fighter, the P-80. The first product of Skunk 
Works, the XP-80 took its maiden flight on 8 January 1944. 
While three P-80s arrived in Europe before the war ended, 
none saw action. Korea presented action aplenty, 
however, where the P-80 Shooting Star, redesignated F-
80 in 1948, distinguished itself in ground attack and 
reconnaissance roles. The basic design then extended to 
include the T-33 trainer and F-94 Starfire interceptor 
aircraft. 

 

 
The Next Generations 

Even before World War II ended, designers sought to 
maximize fighter performance by tailoring the airframe to 
the potential of the jet engine. The most important new 
development of the second-generation jet fighter was true 
swept wings specifically designed to delay the onset of 
drag associated with high Mach numbers. 

Such aircraft as the F-86, MiG-15, Saab J-29, Hawker 
Hunter, and Grumman F9F Panther and Cougar were 
optimized for transonic speeds. These beefed-up 
airframes required new types of boosted controls, 
improved ejection seats, better cockpit pressurization, and 
the refinement of aerodynamics so that the fighter 
provided a stable gun platform at high speeds and high-g 
loads. 

The Saab J-29 Tunnan ("Flying Barrel") built by Sweden 
was the first swept wing fighter to enter service in Western 
Europe. It was flown for the first time on 1 September 
1948. Saab built some 660 J-29s, which illustrates that a 
small country can field a first-line jet fighter with 
performance comparable to the best of its era. 
 

To be continued… 
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Poppies Blow in CA Fields   Dan Newcomb 

Twenty some odd years ago Karen and I were driving 
along highway 14 on are way home from a camping trip. It 
was back to civilization. Back to Orange County, where we 
lived at the time. Back to the work day commute into L.A. 
on the I5. Back to people, traffic, smog and noise.  

But at that moment - we were still out in the weeds in our 
4x4 - approaching Lancaster.  The city could wait.  

Now the desert around Lancaster is not known for its 
beauty. I'll take the Sonoran over the Mojave any day, but 
there is an exception. For a brief moment in the spring 
mother nature shows a different side, and that's when 
Karen noticed it. Way off to the west was this hill and it 
was orange in color. We decided to take a detour and 
check it out.  

As we drove west on Avenue D - the closer we got to the 
hill the more poppies we saw. I found a dirt road and 
headed up into the hills. 

 

Karen and I had stumbled into one of the largest blooms of 
California poppies in decades. Miles and miles of flowers. 
It was unbelievable. 

 

After that visit we made an annual trek to the area every 
spring. We would bring a picnic lunch complete with 
Champagne and spend the day. After we moved to 
Bakersfield we continued the trips and expanded them to 
other locations known for wildflowers. However about 5 
years ago the drought all but ended the really good 
wildflower displays and we haven't gone out until 
yesterday.  

 

My idea to go was spur of the moment. I didn't have any 
idea what we would find. The Lexus took the place of the 
4x4 so we wouldn't be going off road. No picnic lunch and 
no Champagne. Carl's Junior would have to do.  

We stopped at Gorman and drove down the old post road. 
Next we visited a dry wash we discovered 20 years ago 
and then we went out to the California Poppy Reserve. It 
was by far better than I had hoped. 

 

 It wasn't even close to some of the years we had seen but 
a small piece of heaven is better than no heaven at all.  
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Photo Page II: Aviation Art 
 

 

© Aviation Art by Piotr Gorka “Happy New Year” 

The last victory of the Polish Air Force in WWII. 
Spitfires of Squadrons 308 & 317 downed 19 German 

FW-190s over Ghent, Belgium, 1 Jan 1945. 

 

© Aviation Art by Piotr Gorka “Combat Over The Beach” 
On 19 Aug 1942 Spitfires of Squadron 317 of the Polish Air 
Force cover the withdrawal of surviving Canadian troops 

from the beach and harbor of Dieppe. 

 

© Aviation Art by John Shaw   “Avengers of the Philippines” 

Nov 14 1944 – Avengers & Hellcats of Air Group 51 
overfly Corregidor on their way back to the USS San 
Jacinto. Navy Lt (JG) George H.W. Bush piloted his 

TBM on his last mission of WWII. 

 

© Aviation Art by John Doughty  “Triple Threat” 

Three A-4M Skyhawks of Marine Squadron VMA-214, 
the “Black Sheep” squadron – carrying on the 
tradition in Korea and Vietnam set by Pappy 

Boyington and his pilots in WWII. 

 

© Aviation Art by John Doughty  “The Animal” 

McDonnell Douglas F-4E Phantom of the 4
th

 TFS, 366
th

 
TFW flying on the deck to avoid SAM missiles over the 

jungles of Vietnam. 

 

© Aviation Art by William Phillips   “Among The Columns of 
Thor” 

B-24s from the 409
th

 Bomb Squadron, 93
rd

 Bomb 
Group, returning from Nazi targets in Germany – 

escorted by P-51s of the 361
st

 Fighter Squadron, 356
th

 
Fighter Group. 
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